Program-description of the Sytray-Termin-Wecker
( english : Systray-Timer )
The reason-idea of the program is the fast inputs of an alarm-time or memory-time over the alarm-timedirectly-input or over the button "countdown in minutes" during the work for the PC and the fast minimization
of the schedule to the Systray. Everything of further proceeds automatically. At the input time, you are
reminded of the event over an acoustic signal and over a window as well as over the PC shutdown (countdown) - according to your input.
Immediately after the minimization into the Systray stands for every other work for you your PC to the
disposal without problems.
The program is in two languages - German and English - employable. The in-position of the language takes
place button "Options (German: Grundeinstellungen)" over this. Please here in the options do you input your
name, the wave-file, the windows-version for shutdown and the countdown-time (30 until 0 seconds).
With the program, you can input a alarm-time with statement of the reason for the memory during the work for
the computer of the current end-walk-time.
You can now minimize the program into the Systray and the program is also saved on that occasion.
•
•
•

With a click with the left mouse-button on the Systray-Timer Systray-Icon, the program is shown
again.
With a click of the right mouse-button on this Systray-Icon, the remaining minutes you are shown until
the alarm.
Only if you puts the mouse-cursor on the Systray-Icon, and you find out the set alarm-time

After course of the time, an Alarm-Wave-File what you given in the options is played in an extra window of the
program.
In the window you can see the reason of the alarm-time inputs. If you liked to be reminded of the reason later
once again, you give this once more about the possibilities of the program.
Consequently, you are to be discontinued this time-date for itself in the situation, for example with Votungen of
every three hours, from alarm to alarm. You cannot miss the reason consequently.
You can now concentrate work for computer without to forget a importend time and reason of the day.
The program possesses independent installation and deinstallation routines.
For the starting of the program during the installation is in a program-group, beside the start-button of Windows
and on the desktop on your computer each one Icon create.
The program is for all Windows-versions employable from 95 until Windows 7 - also for the 64 bitsversions of XP (SP2+SP3), Vista and Windows 7.
Additional you can shutdown the computer over the ratio-button in the program-start-window.
Another possibility consists of the automatic starting another programs, and the start of e-mail-standardprogram with opening of an new e-mail page, the start of the standard-IN-browser and a New-start of the
PC (Windows-system new start) and a start of the registry-file (Registry-Editor) and the Windows-DefragProgram.
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